TO DO LIST:

Weeks before the trade:
Remove/replace florescent lights
Clean cabinets with Lemon Oil
Clean and sort stuff in cabinets; organize for move
Fix light in closet on bedroom slide
Remove shower shut-off valve.
            
Days before trade:
Remove/replace the sewer cap
Remove emergency battery/air compressor
Remove foil rack in kitchen under sink cabinet door
Remove coat hooks we wish to keep
Remove Dale’s keyboard tray
Remove temperature transmitter
Remove the TV
Set aside two vent pillows
Remove two LED PUCK lights
Remove all hanging pictures, wall items.
Clean the oven
Get the 30amp to 50amp adapter from the car.
Remove the clock
Remove the hair dryer
Defrost the refrigerator
Get Money Market Checkbook
Remove interior plastic shrink film
Day of the trade:
Clean stove top 
Switch the batteries
Switch the mattress
Replace furnace cover to basement
Remove awning lock straps
Move couch to back/desk to side
Clean inside of cupboards
Vacuum
Clean refrigerator
Remove the Furnace mud dabber Screens
Get the sewer hose
Get the surge protector at the refrigerator
Get electrical extension from electrical compartment.


Questions for the service department
How do I get behind the partition containing the central vacuum? I’m thinking this is the best method to add an additional AC outlet to the bathroom.
What is behind the ceiling panel for the bedroom AC prep, I want to install a ceiling fan?
Where would I install additional sewer hose storage?
Any suggestions for protection of sewer release valve arms.
Can we add a metal covering to the awning?
How to lubricate the slide mechanism.
How to lubricate the landing gear.
I intend to seal all construction holes and air leaks of all kinds using canned expanding foam or something better. Do you know where the leaks are located?
Instructions to lead satellite cable through the slide arm into the entertainment center.
Finding and leading wire to the bathroom after installing additional circuit breaker.
Is DiCor still the product to use on this roof?

Parts Department
Dimmer switches for over the headboard lamps.
Turbo-MaxxAir External High Velocity Fan model 1200T  ($230) or Shurflo Gold Series ($119)
Parts to install a hand wand for the toilet.
Add more powerful pistons under the bed.
Additional sewer hose storage
Split breaker to fit the breaker box





